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Resonances are defined through local spectral deformation techniques for 2-body 
Schrodinger operators, where the potential satisfies certain analyticity conditions. 
The S-matrix is proved to be unitary and to have an analytic continuation with 
poles at resonances. The class of potentials includes a sum of a radial dilation- 
analytic potential and an exponentially decaying potential, generalising previous 
results on each of these two classes. 
INTRODUCTION 
Analytic continuation of the resolvent and the scattering matrix of a 
Schrodinger operator has been studied for two classes of potentials, exponen- 
tially decaying and dilation-analytic. The exponentially decaying case has 
been treated by eigenfunction expansion methods [ 111, by local spectral 
deformation techniques [3, 7, 10, 141 and by an abstract method 181. The 
dilation-analytic case has been studied using the dilation group [ 1,4,5 ] and 
by a complex dynamical variables method [ 161. For an overview see [ 12 ]. 
Except for [ 141, where an extension of the spectral theory to certain longer 
range potentials is indicated, all these methods are restricted to one or the 
other class of potentials. Recently an approach using rigged Hilbert spaces 
has been proposed, allowing a different class of potentials [ 13 1. 
The aim of the present paper is to develop an analytic theory, which 
covers a wider class of potentials and allows, for example, a sum of a 
dilation-analytic and an exponentially decaying potential. The method based 
on local spectral deformations in momentum space, using polar coordinates, 
developed in ]3] for exponentially decaying potentials, is adapted to longer 
range potentials. The longer range is reflected in a singularity of the 
convolution kernel at the origin in momentum space. Because of this 
singularity the method of [3] does not directly apply. Instead we approx- 
imate the potential by cutting off cones in momentum space near the forward 
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direction of scattering. The cutoff potential allows a small region of analytic 
continuation, which by iteration gives the desired results. In the limit for the 
cutoff going to 0, we obtain the results for the given potential. 
The theory of spectral deformations and resolvent resonances is developed 
in Section 2 under the assumptions on the potential given in Section 1. 
Resolvent resonances are defined as discrete eigenvalues of locally deformed 
Hamiltonians. Moreover, resonances are characterized as poles of analytic 
continuations of expectation values of the resolvent on suitable pairs of 
vectors from a dense set (Lemma 2.9). Also analyticity properties of 
resonance igenfunctions are established (Lemma 2.12). 
Sections 3 and 4 are aimed at proving, that the S-matrix has an analytic 
continuation with poles at resolvent resonances. As opposed to the case of 
exponential decay [3, 71 it is necessary here as in the dilation-analytic case 
[5] to discuss the boundary values of the distorted resolvent on the spectrum. 
This is done in Section 3 under the further assumption that the potential goes 
to 0 faster than rm2 at co. These results are used in Section 4 to establish the 
unitarity and the analyticity properties of the S-matrix (Theorems 4.3 and 
4.4). 
This version of the present paper differs from a previous version [6] 
mainly in that the condition on the potential is somewhat weaker than the 
previous one, corresponding to the replacement of a relatively compact 
system by a form-compact perturbation. Thereby we include without 
modification the class of interactions of [3], referred to in Example 2. 
Moreover, this works in all dimensions n, whereas the corresponding 
potentials of [6] require n > 3. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Let d be a bounded, open, convex subset of C, symmetric with respect o 
the real axis, and such that IE IR + = (0, co), where Z = (a, b) = B n I?. 
Assume also that d is contained in a circle with the center at the origin and 
radius b. 
For a fixed k E 8, let 9(k) denote the simply connected, closed subset of 
3 bounded by the circle through k with center at the origin, the vertical line 
through k and a@, as indicated on Fig. 1. We note that k’ E 9(k) if and 
only if k E Z@(k’) and set 
d= u {(k,k’)Ik’Ed\9(k)} 
ks4 
= ,;@ {(k k’) I k E @\~(k’)b 
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FIG. 1. The domain of analytic continuation P, a curve r of the system ‘6 with the 
tangent r, at the point k, and the shaded area .gk bounded by the circle through k with center 
0, the vertical line through k and the boundary of F. Note that T, intersects .8(k) only in k. 
For any 6 > 0 we set 
88=8~ (k,k’)Edxb 
I 
Let I- be a Cl-curve in bU R+, such that T”\iR’ lies either entirely above 
or entirely below R + , such that dist(flR+, a@) > 0, and with the property 
that for each k E r n B the tangent T, to r at k intersects 9(k) only in (k } 
(cf. Fig. 1). This ensures that 
We finally assume (for the purpose of Section 3) that at each point k E r 
the tangent o r at k forms an angle of less than 7r/4 with the line through k 
and the origin. 
The set of all such curves r is denoted by 5?. We denote by r the complex 
conjugate of r, and by F the closure of r. 
We define a distance function and a partial order on Y as follows. For 
r E S’, z E P, let d(z, r) = 1 Arg(z/z,)J, where z,, E r, /zo) = 1 z I. For r, , 
r2 E 29, let d(r,, r,) = max,.,, d(z, r,). We write rr < TZ, if Arg zr < Arg z2 
for z,Er,, ZzErz, Iz~I=Iz~I. Moreover, r,<TZ means r,<rl. 
w, , r,) > 0. 
The unit sphere in R” is denoted by Sn-‘, and A=L*(S”-‘). For TE .‘t, 
a = 0, f 1, we define the Hilbert space 2@: by 
‘Z-P;= 
If 
: r+ A I llfllk, = I r IlfWll: (1 + PI’>” IV-’ ldkl < 03 1 
The weighted Sobolev spaces &“F” of order 1 are defined by 
‘2y = {fE CT; 1 df/ds E CT;}, where s is the arc length on r, 
with 
(1.1) 
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For r = R + we omit the subscript r and identify GP and Za7’ with 
L2(lR”; (1 + k2)“) and H’(iR”; (1 + I?*)“). We set Zr =flr and llSllr = 
Ilf Ill-O. 
The r-distorted free Hamiltonian H,, in momentum space is 
multiplication by k* considered as an operator in S’(Z~ ‘,S;‘). We set 
H, = HOR+. The resolvent R,,(<) = (H,, - <)-’ E .9(X; ‘, SF;) for 
c E p(H,,.) = C\F*, and o(H,r) = o,(H,,r) = F*. 
A function fE Z” is said to be an analytic vector, if there exists an 
analytic function 3: @ + k, such that 31, =fl,. The space of analytic vectors 
in $jVavi ’IS denoted by &a*i, i=O, 1. ForfEd” andrEY we setf,=fj,. 
Clearly fr E Z’FVi for fE zYa3i, and &‘a*i is dense in RFVi for r E Y. For 
fE x?‘” the analytic continuation of& to r’ E 59 is denoted by (fr),. ,. 
We introduce the following class of interactions V together with their local 
deformations Vr and approximations J’,!. 
Let V(k, k’) E 9(A) for (k, k’) E @U (@?+\I) X @} U (0 X (IF? ‘\I)} and 
suppose that the operators V(k, k’) satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) For each r E .Y an operator V, E ~(3’~,Z;‘) is defined by 
(V,f)(k) = j V(k, k’)f(k’) k’“- ’ dk’, k E r. (1.2) 
r 
The operator V= V,, E SY(Z’,S-‘) is symmetric, i.e., (Vf, g) = (f, Vg) 
forf,g ES’, where (e, e) is the duality of R” and Z-’ defined by 
(.Lg)= j~+(3(k),g(k)Rk”-1dk, .t-Ez’, gEz-‘. 
(ii) (a) V(k, k’) is an analytic, S(A)-valued function of k E d for 
fixed k’ E !?+\I and of k’ E B for fixed k E iF?+\I. 
For every k E @ an operator ,VE S(H+‘(R+\I, A), X) is defined by 
kvf= ‘tk, k’)f(k’) k’“-’ dk’. R+\, 
Moreover, 
11 kvlt 9’W+‘(~+\l,h),h) 
is locally bounded on 4. 
(b) V(k, k’) is an analytic function of k and k’ for k, k’ E 8. 
For 0 < E < 2 ther_e xists B(E) > 0 and S(R)-valued functions V’(k, k’) 
defined for (k, k’) E BScEb and satisfying the following conditions 
(c) For each E > 0, V’(k, k’) is analytic in 8,,,. 
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(iii) For each E > 0 and r E Z, an operator V; E g(~%‘k, 3; ‘) is 
defined by 
v; = p,+\, vrprR+\1+ cn9wR+\, + p,+\, vrp,,F+ c. (1.3) 
where 
(p;.f)(k) = I,,, V’(k, k’)f(k’) k’“- ’ dk’, kETnp. (1.4) 
Here PJ is the projection in Rr or RF*’ defined for J c r as multiplication 
by xr. 
(iv) 11 V, - V;l19c8cx~ oTl) -+E+0 uniformly for all TE .% with I.3 r 
dist(flR +, P) = $n~ Iz - <I > c > 0. 
lEi?P 
(We set dist(0, P) = co.) 
EXAMPLES. (1) Let V be convolution by a real-valued function 
V(I RI) = V(k) on R”, n > 2, such that 
(a) VE q(P’,.P-‘). 
(b) There exists a function V(z) analytic for z E S(n/2) = (z = peio i 
p E R +, lrp I < 7r/2}, such that V(k) is the restriction of V(z) to R ‘, and 
satisfying for all y < 7r/2 and some K > 0 and R > 0 the estimates 
I UP’“>l < C(~>P”-” for Iql<y, O<p<R, 
/ V@e’“)l < C(y) p2-K-n for Iu,/<Y, R<P< a3. 
Let P c S, and set for (k, k’) E 8, 
IV@- k’) ul@> =I,.-] V([k’+ k” - 2kk’w. co’]“*)a(w’)dw’. (1.5) 
Let 8(s) = Arc cos(1 - E) and set for (k, k’) E 3ScEj, 
IVC(kJ+W~=~w w <,--E V([k’ + k” -2kk’o. u’]“*)a(w’)dw’, (1.6) . t 
where z”* is the analytic continuation of the positive squareroot of z. 
Then it can be verified, that conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied. This class of 
operators V includes convolution operators corresponding to multiplicative, 
radial, dilation-analytic potentials in position space, such as r-%, 0 < K < 2 
for n > 2. 
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(2) V= QUQ, where Q is convolution by (k* +,~~)--(~~i)‘~, theFourier 
transform of c(n, p) ePpr, and UEV(R’,Z-‘). Let Bc@~= (~=a+@] 
a > 0, I/31 < ,u}, and let V(k, k’) = kQUQk,, where 
k/“-l 
= 
[k* + k’* _ 2kk’w . w’ +p2]‘n+“‘2 
f(k’, 0’) dk’ dw’ 
tQ,,a)tk w) 
i 
k/“-l 
= 
u(w’) dw’, k’EbUR+. 
sn-~ [k* + k’* - 2kk’w . w’ +p*](“+‘)‘* 
Let B(E) = +co and V’(k) k’) = V(k, k’) for 0 < E < 2, k, k’ E 8. It is easy 
to check that (i)-(’ ) iv are satisfied, cf. [3], where this type of interaction is 
treated. 
(3) I’ is an S, x S,-dilation-analytic integral operator as considered in 
[ 151. This class contains, for example, separable potentials defined by 
dilation-analytic vectors. 
Note, that the class of potentials satisfying (i)-(iv) for a given B is linear, 
so a linear combination of potentials of the types mentioned above can be 
treated by this method. 
The r-distorted Schrodinger operator is H, = Ho, + Vr, considered as an 
operator in 9(&Y;, Zi ‘). The resolvent set p(H,.) is {c E Cc ( (H - t;)- ’ E 
.9(X; ‘, Xi), and R,(c) = (H,. - c)-’ for [ E p(H,). The spectrum o(H,) = 
Cb(H,), the discrete spectrum a,(H,) is the set of poles of R,(C), and the 
essential spectrum a,(H,) = a(H,)\a,(H,). The usual Schrddinger operator 
H is the unique self-adjoint operator in 8 defined by the method of 
Friedrichs through the quadratic form (HR+f, g) on R” x R’. We refer for 
details to [3], where it is also proved that a,(H) = oe(HR+) and a,(H) = 
ud(H,+). We set H,! = Ho, + V: E S(Z~,&‘) with resolvent R;(C) = 
(H; - [)- ’ E 9(Z; ‘, 8;) defined for c E p(H,f). 
2. SPECTRAL THEORY AND RESOLVENT RESONANCES 
LEMMA 2.1. For every E > 0, r E .Y’, and f E &, (?$f )(k) is analytic in 
(k E 6’ I d(k, T’) < B(E)}. 
Proof. By (iia), using Morera’s and Fubini’s theorems, it is easy to show 
that Prnd WR+\,f h as an analytic continuation to 8. 
By (iic), FiJ given by (1.4), has an analytic continuation to {k E B ( 
dtk 0 < %)I, g iven by the right-hand side of (1.4), and the lemma follows. 
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LEMMA 2.2. For every E > 0 and TE Y’, Viz&” c &+I. 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 2.1, p:f has an analytic continuation 
$,f to r’ n P with d(T’, r) < B(E), given for k E r’ n d by 
(?;:f)(k) = j-,, V”(k, k’)f(k’) k’” ’ dk’. (2.1) 
By (iic). sincefE x2’, the integration contour in (2.1) can be deformed into 
r’f-7(“. 
By the same argument p:,f can be analytically continued to P f’ P with 
d(P, P) < 8(s). Repeating this process, Fif can be successively continued 
to P. By the first part of the proof of Lemma 2.1, this suffices to prove the 
lemma. 
Remark 2.3. The fact that V; E @(G?$,&‘) for all E > 0, r E .Y, listed 
as an assumption in (iii), follows from Lemma 2.1 and (i), since the first 
three terms in (1.3) are clearly compact, and v,. E .9(&.,-,p, A?;$) by 
Lemma 2.1 and A?F$ is compactly embedded in &’ nP. 
LEMMA 2.4. Vrdl cd-‘. 
Proof: For f E ~3?’ we write 
By Lemma 2.2 the first term is in J&‘. By (iv) the second term goes to 0 in 
W; I for E -+ 0, uniformly for dist(filR +, 19) > c > 0. 
Let C be the circular disk with center z and radius r, where Cc P, and let 
yr be the horizontal line segment contained in C with midpoint z + it, 
t E (--I, r). Since yt is contained in a curve r, E Y, we obtain from the 
above, using Schwarz’ inequality 
!, W’i-, - V&J&k + s + it>ll ds - 0 I c-0 
uniformly for t E (-r, r). 
Integrating over t we obtain 
J r IllV’rl - V;,)fr,l(z + s + it>ll ds dt - 0. c-0 (2.3) 
By Lemma 2.2, for each E > 0 the function [ Vi,fr,] (z + s + it) is analytic 
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for s + it E C - z. It then follows from (2.3), that there exists an A-valued 
analytic function g, on C such that for every 6 > 0 
uniformly for 1 s + it 1 < r - 6. 
This uniquely defines an analytic function g on 0, such that g 1 C = g, for 
every C with Cc 8, and such that 
(GfrM) E_r0r g(k) uniformly for 
rE.Y,kEr,dist(k,M)>c>O. 
This together with (iv) implies that (V,&)(k) = g(k) for a.e. k E I’n Fy, and 
the lemma is proved. 
DEFINITION. For z E d let 
~‘(z)={rE~(z)lArgr~ArgzJ, 
~-(z)=(rE~(z)lArgr~ArgzJ, 
B,f = a\iFt l (z), 
The following results are proved for z E @, r E Y;. The analogous results 
hold and are proved in the same way for r E g’,‘. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let Q E J-l, TE F’;, xr ER-‘, ,I # 0, and suppose that 
for some E > 0, 
-Ax, + wMz2)xr = 8,. (2.4) 
Then xr has an analytic continuation to a;, and for r’ E 3’7;, 
-A,&-, + v;&-(Z*)xr~ = t&,. 
Proof: By (2.4), 
Xr=~-lV~R,r(Z*)Xr-~-l~,. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
The last term is analytic in B by assumption, and by Lemma 2.1 the first 
term and hence xr is analytic in {k E 8; ( d(k,I’) < B(E)}. Hence the 
integration contour r in V; can be deformed into r’ E g?; with d(T’, r) < 
4~1, and x,-g = Olrb satisfies (2.6) with r replaced by r’. Repeating the 
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argument, we prove successively, that x,. has an analytic continuation to pzm. 
and (2.5) holds for all r’ E F’;. 
LEMMA 2.6. The spectrum of V,R,,(z*) E .9(X;‘) is independent of r 
for TE F-i;. 
Proof. Assume that ,U E p(V,.R,,(z’)). Then a small disk D@, K) with 
radius K is contained in p(VrR,,-(z’)). By (iv), V~ROr(~2)+C+D V,R,,(z*) in 
A?(Z;‘), hence D@,K/~)c~(V,~R~~(Z~)) for 0 < E < a,. By Lemma 2.5, 
a(V;Ror(z2)) is independent of r for TE F;-. Hence D(u, 42) c 
p(l$, R,,,(z*)) for r’ E Y; and 0 < E < so. 
Assume that ,D E a(V,,R,,,(z*)). Let C be a circle with center ,U and 
contained in p(V,,R,,,(z*))n D@, ~/2). Then 
0 = f (V;&,,,(z*) - C)-’ d+J’ (V,,R,,,(z2) - [)-I d[# 0, 
. c c 
a contradiction. Hence ,U Ep(V,,R,,,(z’)) for r’ E .G ;, and the lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 2.7. The essential spectrum of H,. is r”. The discrete spectrum 
od(H,) has the following propeties: 
(1) od(H,) n IR - = ud(H). 
(2) For r< IR+, a,(H,)\IR is contained in the region between T2 and 
I?+. 
(3) For I-, < r, < iR ‘, a,(H,,) c o,(H,J. 
Proof. V,R,(L;) is analytic on C\f” with values in ‘if(lH-‘). A standard 
compactness argument shows that II Wor@l.;B( pF~, -‘Aam 0. Then 
(1 + V,R,,(I;))-’ is meromorphic on C\f*. It then follows, using the 2nd 
resolvent equations 
and 
R,(C) =R,,(C)(l + VrR,,(Z;))- ’ 
in .58(&Y; ‘, <Fh), that a,(H,.) = r”. 
The rest follows from Lemma 2.6, the self-adjointness of H, and the fact 
that z* E u,(H,) if and only if -1 E u(VrR,,(z2)). 
We define a duality between Zr and 3~ as well as between SF; and .Pf ’ 
by the sesquilinear form (cf. [3]) 
CL g>r = jr (f (bW), k”-’ dkf E flz~‘h g E &($$I 
Then V,* = VT and H,* = HF. It follows, that ud(HF) = u,(H,). 
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LEMMA 2.8. Assume that .z2 @G (J (rGblr< R+t u&4-), and let 9 E de’. 
Then, for TE g’;, R,(z’) #r h as an analytic continuation to @;, coinciding 
for P’ E r?; with R,,(z2) #r,. 
Proof: It suffices to prove this with R,(z2) replaced by 
(1 + V,-R,,(z’))-‘. By (iv), (1 + V:R,,(z2))-’ exists for 0 <E <E,, and 
hence by Lemma 2.5, (1 + V,E,R,,,(z2))-’ exists for all P E F’;, 0 < E < E,. 
Also by Lemma 2.6, (1 + Vr,R,,,(z2))-’ exists for Z-’ E F’;. Let 
v/,-, = (1 + Vr&v(z2))-* 4,-t (2.7) 
I&, = (1 + F’;,R,,,(z2))-’ #r,. (2.8) 
By Lemma 2.5 for each E > 0, am, defines an analytic function of k E @;, 
when r’ varies over F’;. By (iv), I&, jE+,, vr, in R;,‘, uniformly for 
dist(F\lR +, aa;) > c > 0. Then the argument of Lemma 2.4 shows, that v/,. 
has an analytic continuation to 8;, equal to vr, for r’ E F?;. 
LEMMA 2.9. For 4, w E SS?’ the function (4, R(z’) IJI) has an analytic 
continuation from thefirst quadrant Cc + + to @, given for z E B\[o,(H,)] lf2, 
r E g’;, by the function (4~, R,(z2) I+I,-)~. The poles occur at most at points 
of U~km-<w, bdw)11’2* F or any such point I there exists 4, w E Sp, such 
that the analytic continuation of (4, R(z2) w) has a pole at 1. 
Proof Let z E @ + +. By Lemma 2.8, R(z2) w is analytic in a;. Hence, 
by Cauchy’s integral theorem, for r < R +, 
W(z2) w) = (YWG(Z~) v+)r- (2.9) 
The right-hand side of (2.9) has an analytic continuation in z up to r with 
poles at most at points of [a,(Hr)] 1’2. Taking the union over r E Y, 
r < R + , we obtain the first two statements of the lemma. The rest follows 
from the density of &’ in Xr. 
LEMMA 2.10. od(Hr) 17 IR + = a,(H) n (IF? ‘\r’), and u,(H) f7 (R + = 
U r<R+ @dWr1 n R + 1 accumulates at most at 0. For A2 E u,,(H) f7 (W +\T’), 
2 is a simple pole of R,(z2). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.9 and the identity 
(9, %I, w) = !$ (z - ~M4 R(z) WI, 
where Et,, is the orthogonal projection on J’(H - A) and 0 < 6 < 
Arg(z - A) < n - 6. 
LEMMA 2.11. The singular continuous spectrum of H is empty. 
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ProojI This follows from Lemma 2.9 in a standard way (cf. [I, 41). 
DEFINITION. For r E Y, r < R + , the set of resonances in P2 defined by 
r is Zr = a,(H,)\lR, and 2 = gP= UfrE u,r< Ri+, .5Pr. .ZF and .4’ are the 
resonances associated with HF. 
We note, that 5Pr is the set of nonreal poles of (1 + V,R,,(L;))-‘. FOJ 
.z2 E 9, f E .V;, any vector in J’“(H, - z’) is called a resonance eigen- 
function. 
To conclude this section, we establish the analyticity properties of the 
resonance eigenfunctions. Since there is an isomorphism of 
./I-(1 + V,R,,(z*)) onto M(H, -z’) given by I,u,.+ rr =R,,-(2’) vr, it 
suffkes to study the solutions vr of the Lippmann-Schwinger equations. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let z2 E 9, TE Y;, and suppose that vr E ~~~’ satisfies 
Vr + VrRor(z’) (i/r = 0. (2.10) 
Then vr has an analytic continuation to flZ”;, and for r’ E 5’: 
tyr< + Vr,R,,,(zZ) I//~, = 0. (2. I 1) 
Proof. Let C be a positively oriented circle with center -1 and 
separating -1 from the rest of the spectrum of YrR,,(z2). By Lemma 2.6 
this then holds for all I” E .Y;. By (iv), Ccp(V;R,r(~2)) for 0 < E < F”. 
and hence by Lemma 2.5 this holds for all r’ E 55’;. We can then define the 
projection operators P,, and Pi, for r’ E Y;, 0 < E < E,, by 
Pr,=-&J (V,,R,,,(z*) -A)-’ dA 
C 
P;.=-&, (V;,R,,,,(z’)-A)-‘d;l. 
C 
(2.12) 
(2.13’1 
Since P, is a finite-dimensional projection on ,P;-‘, and .d - ’ is dense in 
A?‘; ‘, there exists 4 E &’ -’ such that P, 4,. = vr. Set for r’ E ,Y‘;, 
0 < E < ED, tl E c, 
X,&I) = (Vr/R,,,(z2) -A)-’ q$, (2.14) 
jy;,(i) = (V;,R,,,(z2) -A)-’ q$-,. (2.15) 
Then 
~r,(A)=A-1Vr,Ror,(~2)~r~(A)-~-1qSr~ (2.16) 
xl,(~)=~-‘V~,R,,,(z’)~~,(~)-~~‘~~, (2.17) 
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(2.19) 
By Lemma 2.5, for fixed I E C the solutions x:,(J) of (2.17) for r’ E g?; are 
analytic continuations of x;(A). 
Hence the A-valued function of c and il defined by ~~Q)](<) is uniformly 
continuous for (A, c) E C x K, where K is a compact subset of a;; this 
implies that $(A) is a continuous Z,‘-valued function of 1 E C, uniformly 
for r’ E Pp; with dist(P, a@ U {z}) > c > 0. 
Hence by (2.19) 
where nk +k+oo 00 and cki and lki are independent of r’ E y’; with 
dist(r’, a@ U {z)) > c > 0. 
Then the argument of the proof of Lemma 2.4 shows, that for 0 < E < Ed, 
I& has an analytic continuation to @;, which for r’ E y; equals @,. By 
(iv) and (2.14), (2.15), 
uniformly for dist(r’\R +, a@;) > c > 0. 
This together with the analyticity in 6; for every E E (0, EJ of the 
function given for r’ E P’; by v:,(k), by the argument of Lemma 2.4 
implies, that vr has an analytic continuation to a;, given on r’ by w,.,. 
Now (2.11) follows by analytic continuation of (2.10). 
3. LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE 
In this and the next section we assume for simplicity that n = 3. For the 
purpose of scattering theory we make the following assumption on V: 
(*) V= FVYW, where Y satisfies (i)--(iv) of Section 1, and W is a 
convolution by the Fourier transform F(k) of (1 + r2)-“’ for some s > 1. 
The basic properties of F(k) utilized here are as follows: 
(A) F(k) is analytic in {k 1 ( Arg kJ < 72/2}. 
W I WI < c(v) e - a(y)tk’ for Ikl > R, /Arg kl Q y < 7c/2. 
(C) IF(k)] < cJklS-’ for jkl < 1. 
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CD) I F’(k)1 G C(Y) e - ‘(fllk’ for Ikl > R, /Arg kl < y < 742. 
(E) IF’(k)1 <c (k/‘-“ for Ikl < 1. 
We introduce the following operators associated with W : W(k, k’) E 9(R) 
and W’(k, k’) are defined by (1.5) and (1.6) on replacing V by W. 
W,,(z) CJ is defined for r E Y, z E r, and u E A by 
(W,,(z) a)(k) = Wk z> fJ5 k E r\Czl- 
oWr(z)fis defined for z E r andSE S?‘h by 
o Wr(z)f= [ W(z, k’)f(k’) k’2 dk’. 
-I- 
The operators W:,(z) and O W;(z) are defined for z E p, d(z, F) < d(c), 
aER, andfEZ; by 
W;,(z) = W(k, z) u for kE iR+\Z, 
= WE(k, z) u for kETnP, 
0 Wz)f= 1. W(z, k’)f(k’) k” dk’ + ( W’(z, k’)f(k’) k” dk’. 
. R-b ‘l-f-e 
The basic properties of these operators used here are given in the following 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. WI-o(z), W,(z) E 9(4 z;,, 0 W,(z), 0 K(z) E WC ‘3 43 
and WFo(z) = o WAS) in the sense given by the duality of ,Fb and SF? ‘. 
Proof. We consider W,,(z) and o Wr(z), the case of W;,(z) and o W;(z) 
is similar. We can assume s < 3. Let 24 -+ k(u) be a parametric representation 
of r with k(0) = z. Let q, 6, and d be determined as in the Appendix, such 
that for --r]<u<q, l-6<t,< 1, 
For-l<t<l-6wehave 
k*(u) 7+1-2- k(u) t > k2@) k(u) 
z ’ 
min -f =c>o. 
-Il<U<rl 
2,+1-2 
Z 
-l<l<l-s 
From these estimates we obtain, setting 
K=lz12 ~~<~~~{IW412 (1 +lW)l*)IW>l1~ 
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I I‘ ’ du ’ dt /k*(u) + z* - 2k(u) zt I(‘- 3)‘2 (k(u)(* (1 + 1 &)I*) 1 k’(u)] du --tl -1 
=j;,duj;;‘dt+ jIVdu j,‘-,dr 
1 
< K 4,$-3)/* + K&-3)/* dt(u* + 1 - t)‘S-3”2 
l-6 
= K 4vc(+3)/2 + K&-3)/2 --&- j; (-us-’ + (u’ + r3)(‘-I)‘*) du < 00. 
(3.1) 
This together with (A) and (B) implies 
j i, 
* IF([k* -t z* - 2kzt]“*)[ dt ’ (1 + lkl’) lkl* (dkl < 00 (3.2) 
T -1 
and hence W,,(z) E 9(A,&). Using again (3.1), (A), (B), and Schwarz’ 
inequality, we prove that O W,-(z) E .%‘(o?; ‘, A). A simple calculation, using 
Fubini’s theorem, shows that W,*,(z) = ,, IV+). 
LEMMA 3.2. The operator-valued functions WrEO(z) E 9(X,S$) and 
,, Wr(z) E A?(Z;‘, A) are analytic in {z E B I d(z, r) < 8(e)}. 
Proof: _ This follows from Lemma 3.1 and the analyticity of WE(k, z) for 
(k, z> E @*. 
LEMMA 3.3. 
V,(z) - E-10 WI-o(z) in 9(A,&) (3.3) 
0 V(z) - E’O 0 W,(z) 
in .59(St?;‘, A), (3.4) 
uniformly for r E Y. 
Proof. We estimate the norm of q;,(z) = W,,(z) - W;,(z) as follows: 
For kErn@, k#z, oEk, 
G :::2 JoJ.&l’>l-& IF([k* + z* - 2kzw . w’] ‘/*)I do’ llallR 
= 
s 
’ 
I-& 
IF([k* + z* - 2kzt]“*)l dt IlallR. 
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This implies 
II ~o~w9cR..2‘+, 
< ( 1 1’ IF([kZ +z* - 2kzt]“*)j dt 2 (1 + (k12) lk12 Idkl. I (3.5) ‘l- l--E 
From (3.2) and (3.5) it follows by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
theorem, that the right-hand side of (3.5) goes to 0 as E -+ 0, and (3.3) 
follows from (3.5). Then (3.4) follows from (3.3) by taking adjoints. 
LEMMA 3.4. W, E z&R’;‘, R;“‘), W” E A?(R;‘, Z;“‘), and 
K -+wo W, in ~(~;‘,A?;‘*‘). The same holds with RF’ and R;‘.’ 
replaced by Z’: - ’ and 2;. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the first statement, the second follows by a 
duality argument. It is equivalent o proving that the operators 
and 
w; If-) f (WI-f> 
w;‘:f+w;f) 
are bounded operators on X; ’ and 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
We consider the proof of (3.7). For fEAY;’ 
I(V - vlt-l(k 0) 
From this we obtain the estimate 
IIW- w.,zy, 
G y; ,s,usf_,(’ +lk12)-’ 
Xj-jm.,,,,-, &k’ + k” - 2kk’w. 0’1’~~) 1 
x (1 + lk’l’) ldk’( dw’ 
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x lk’12 (1 + (k’12) Idk’l dr. (3.8) 
By Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, (3.7) follows from (3.8), 
once we prove 
$F([k2 + k12 - 2kkrt]L’2) Jdk’( dt < co. (3.9) 
This in turn is proved, using (A), (D), (E), and the assumption s > 1. We 
estimate, as in (3.1), for fixed k E r, using a similar notation with z and k(u) 
replaced by k and k’(u), 
dt I k2 + k’2(u) - 2kk’(u) tl(s-4)‘2 
x 1 k’(u)12 (1 + ) k’(u)l*) I k’(u)1 du 
<K&--4)/2 4 ?l - I 2-s 0 
(K2 - (u2 + c)“-2) du < 03, 
where the constants can be taken independent of k, and hence 
goes to 0 as E + 0, uniformly in k. 
From this one obtains easily, using (D), 
su~(l + (k12)--l jrjll-, / -$‘([k’ + k” - 2kk’t]“2) 
the integral 
x lk’12 (1 + lk’l’) Idk’lT 0. 
Remark. In order to extend the results of this and the following section 
to interactions V satisfying (*) for some s > $, it suffices to prove Lemma 
3.4 with ,Zi replaced by Xg for some s’, 4 < S’ < S. Then the rest 
generalizes in a straightforward way. 
DEFINITION. The trace operator y(z) E &?(&“r ‘*l, k) is defined for z E r 
for z E r by y(z)f=f(z). 
It is well known (cf. [9]), that y(z) is Holder continuous of order f from r 
into 5(X; ‘*l, A). 
LEMMA 3.5. The following nontangential limits exist in the uniform 
operator topology of ZS(GY;~*‘, Zi), 
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= f F z - ’ W,,(z) y(z) + tf W,-,(k) y(k)(k2 - z’)- ’ dk 
r 
(3.10) 
= f T z -’ W;,(z) y(z) + j W;,(k) y(k)(k* - z’)- ’ dk. 
r 
(3.11) 
Moreover, uniformly for r E 35, z in compact subsets of r, 
Works WrRor*(z2) in .si)(X; ‘,I, Rk). (3.12) 
Proof. (3.10) and (3.11) are proved, using Lemma 3.1, in the same way 
as in the case r= R’, cf. 191. Then (3.12) follows from (3.3), (3.10), and 
(3.11). We extend the definition of the operators V,. and V: to the operators 
V= WYW as follows: 
v,= W,Y,W,, v;= w;y;w;. (3.13) 
From (i), (iii), (iv), and Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 we obtain 
LEMMA 3.6. V R r or-t(~2)E ~(X;“‘), V;R,,,(z*) E g(X;‘.‘), and 
Wor+(z2)+ VrRor,(z*) in 28(<&I ‘*‘), 
uniforml?,for dist(filR +, P) > c > 0, z in compact subsets of r. 
Using Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 it is easy to extend the proofs of all the results 
of Section 2 to the operators V, and V;. We formulate this without further 
proof as 
LEMMA 3.7. The results of Lemmas 2.1-2.2 and 2.4-2.12 hold true for 
the operators V, and Vf defined be (3.13). 
We conclude this section by discussing the analyticity properties of the 
solutions of the Lippman-Schwinger equation and their limits on the 
continuous spectrum. We begin by extending Lemma 2.5 as follows. 
LEMMA3.8. Let #Ed-‘*‘, zE8, rEy;;, &Ex;‘,‘, A#& E>@ 
and suppose that 
-lxx, + Gk,r(z*) xr = ~5.. (3.14) 
580/5Ril 7 
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Then xr has an analytic continuation to a,,,,,, and for r’ E F?;, 
-4xX,, + V;,R,,,(Z*)X~, = (r< (3.15) 
while for T’ E FZ;ld(L,\.Y;, z tZ r’, 
-& + V;,(z’)xr, + V&(z) 7riz”-‘y(z)x = @r,, (3.16) 
and for Tt E 22, z E F, 
-Ax,, + V;,R,,,+(Z*)X,~ = q&,. (3.17) 
Conversely, ifxr E Z; ‘vl is a solution of (3.17) with r’ = I’, then xr has an 
analytic extension to BZ;iatn, and (3.15) and (3.16) holdfor (Xr)r,. 
Proof Assuming (3.14), the analytic extension of xr to @; and (3.15) 
for r’ E g; is proved in Lemma 2.5. By the same proof, starting from 
(3.15) for any P E 5’; with d(z, r’) < a < B(E), it follows that x,-, has an 
analytic continuation to P E gz&(E,-oj, with d(T”, r’) < d(e), given for 
kEr”n@ by 
xr4k)=~-‘j-na V’(k, k’)(k’2 -z’)-‘xr,(k’)k’“-’ dk’ 
+A-’ I V(k, k’)(k’2 - z2)-’ x,v(k’) iw\I 
x k’“-l dk’ -A-‘q&,,(k). (3.18) 
Assuming P E F &,,,-,\g; and z & r”, we obtain from (3.18), deforming 
the integration contour and using Cauchy’s integral formula, (3.16) with r’ 
replaced by I’“. Repeating the argument, we prove (3.16) for any 
r’ E g;Zeib(Ej\s; with z @ r’. 
Finally, to prove (3.17) we make use of the fact that xr, has an analytic 
continuation to xr,, with z E P, d(Y) r’) < B(E), given for k E r” n 8 by 
(3.18). Then the integration contour in (3.18) is deformed into P, replaced 
near z by a small semicircle. Letting the radius of this semicircle go to 0, we 
obtain (3.17). 
Suppose on the other hand, that xr, E Zi is a solution of (3.17). By 
Lemmas 2.1 and 3.5, V,!,R,,,+ (z2)xr* and hence x,-, is analytic in {k E @ 1 
d(k, r’) < B(E)}. Using this, (3.17) is seen to imply for P E s;, d(T’, r”) < 
@)9 
-Ax,-,, + V;,,R,,u(z2)xr,, = #,v,. (3.19) 
Then (3.15) is seen as before to hold for all P E g?;, and (3.16) is seen as 
above to hold for r’ E g;;elb,O\s;, z & r’. 
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LEMMA 3.9. Let r E F, z E rn @. Then for r’ E SF;, 
o%r+(z2)) = 4wh4z2N 
WrRor+(z2)> = wr&r~(z2N. 
Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 3.8. Assume now, that 
1 E M’r&r+(z2D Th en for some K > 0, the circular disk D(& K) is 
contained in ~(VrR,r+(z~)). By Lemma 3.6 this implies D(& ~/2) c 
p(V#,,.+(z2)) for 0 <E < E, and hence ~(~,K/~)c~(VJ,R~~,(Z’)) for 
r’ E X;. This in turn by (iv) implies that A Ep(V,,R,,,(z*)) for r’ E .Z ; . 
The converse is proved in a similar way. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let r < IRf and z E I”\iR’. Then 1 + VrR,,.-(z’) is 
invertible, and 1 $ V,R,,.+(z2) is noninvertible if and only if z2 is a 
resonance. 
We conclude this section by extending Lemma 2.12 as follows. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let TE.Y, zET, and suppose that v/~+ E.F;‘.’ is a 
solution of 
Yr+ + VrRor+(z’) Vr+ ~0. 
Then there exists a function y/(k) analytic in Pr, such that 
wl~w=Yr+ Ir\Czi 
Fz u/(k) = or + (z> 
(3.20) 
and such that I,u,., = v 1 r’ for rf E 55 ; satisfies 
y,., + Vr,R,,(z2) y,., = 0. (3.21) 
Conversely, if vr, E Zy,l*’ is a solution of (3.21) for I-’ E .Y ;, then vr. 
has an analytic extension v(k) to f”; and a boundary value v(z) = 
lim, 1; y/(k) in 4. The function v,- : I=+ 4 defined by 
v/r(k) = v(k) for k z-z, 
= cyz W) for k = z, 
belongs to ;IVr ‘3 ’ and satisfies (3.20). The map wt.+ + w,., is an isomorphism 
of .,+^(I + V,R,,+(z2)) onto X(1 + V,.,R,,,(z2)). 
Proof: Let vr E P; ‘*’ be a solution of (3.20). Let C be a positively 
oriented circle separating -1 from the rest of the spectrum of V,. R,,, (z’ ). 
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By Lemma 3.9 this also holds for the operators Vr ,R,,,(z*) with r’ E g;. 
By (iv) and Lemma 3.9, Ccp(V,%,,+(z*)) and Ccp(V~,R,,,(z*)) for all 
T’ E P’; and 0 < E < aO. We can then define P,, and Pf , by (2.12), (2.13), 
and 
P;+=-+-.j (V;R,,.+(z*)-A)-‘dl, (3.23) 
C 
where all operators are considered as elements of zS’(&‘~‘). Let $ E d-“’ 
be chosen such that Pr+ dr = yr+, let x&l) and &,(A) be defined by (2.14), 
(2.15), and set 
XI-+@) = (Wor+(z2) -J)-’ 4, (3.24) 
xi+@> = (G~or+(z2) - w 9,. (3.25) 
Then (2.16)-(2.19) hold as well as the same equations with Xrf, ,$, , Wr,, 
vi,, Pre, PiI, 4rT replaced by Xr+ v x;+ 3 Wrt 7 &t 3 p p;+, rtp #,..Fore>O 
fixed, by Lemma 3.8, &,(A) = (&,(A))r. It then follows as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.12, that t&, = (t&J),. By (iv) and Lemma 3.6, 
pit - prt E'O in S(&‘*‘), (3.26) 
P;, -P,, 
E-r0 
in S(&‘- ‘), (3.27) 
uniformly for P E Y;, dist(T’\R ‘, M) > c > 0. Hence 
in R~i,‘, (3.28) 
in R;,l*l, (3.29) 
uniformly for r’ E Z;, dist(T’\R ‘, M) > c > 0. 
It then follows as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, that vr, has an analytic 
extension w,-(k) to a;, and from the uniformity of the convergence in (3.29) 
it follows, that 
Now it follows by analytic continuation, that w,-, satisfies (3.21) for all 
l-’ E F’;. 
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The converse is proved in a similar way, starting from a solution w,., of 
(3.21). By the uniqueness of analytic continuation, a basis of 
t ‘(1 + V&,+(zZ)) is seen to continue into a basis of CR‘(1 + V,,R,,,(z*)), 
hence the isomorphism. 
4. THE SCATTERING MATRIX 
It is well known, that for short-range potentials V the S-matrix S(E) is 
unitary on R for E > 0, and S(E) yields a special representation of the 
scattering operator constructed by time-dependent or stationary methods. cf. 
[ 9 1, where generalized (nonlocal) short-range potentials are treated. 
In this section we outline a direct proof, using local deformations, of the 
unitary of S(E) under the assumption (*) on V, and prove moreover, that 
S(E) has an analytic continuation to 1” with poles precisely at resolvent 
resonances. 
DEFINITION. For r E .Z, z E r, we set 
~I&) = WI- yr wr&> 
0 Vr(z> = II W,(z) yr w,. 
o~I&) = 0 W,(z) yr W,,(z), 
For r = R ’ we omit the index r. 
The operators V;,,(z), 0 V;(z), and 0 V,!,,(z) are defined in the same way for 
d(z, IJ < J(E), replacing W, and Yr by W; and Y:. 
The scattering matrix S(E) is defined by 
where 
S(E) = 1 - xiE - “20 T,,(E Ii’), 
,,T,(E”2)=,V,,(E”2)-0,V(E”2)R,+(E)(l + VR,+(E))~’ V,(E”2), 
and S”(E) and 0 Ti(E ‘12) are defined similarly with I/ replaced by V”. 
LEMMA 4.1. S’(E) is a unitary operator on A for E > 0, E E I’. 
Proof. This is proved in essentially the same way as 13, Theorem 6.41. 
For the sake of completeness we briefly outline the main steps of the proof. 
(1) Unitarity of S’(E) for E G$ a,(W) is equivalent o the two identities 
~iE”2(,,7’&?Z’/z))* oT~(E’/2) =~iE”20T~(E1’2)(oT~(E”2))* 
= (,,T;(E1’2))* - “Z-;(E”*). (4.1) 
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(2) For z E 4 with Arg z > 0 and d(z, R ‘) < f C?(E), let 
T-i(z) = Fqz) - niV% yz2> v;(z) 
o Z-(z) = ,, V’(z) - rri,, V(z) R “(z ‘) V. 
Then we have by the 2nd resolvent equation 
(T;(z))* [R,(z’) - R,(i’)] T;(z) = 0 V’(T)[RE(z2) - RE(i2)] V;(z) (4.2) 
o TE(z)[R,(z2) - R,(F2)](, T&(z))* = 0 VC(z)[RE(z2) - RE(F2)] V;(F). (4.3) 
(3) The identities (4.1) are proved by taking limits of (4.2) and (4.3), 
setting z2 = E + iv, and letting q + 0. It follows from the limiting absorption 
principle (cf. [9]) that the right-hand sides of (4.2) and (4.3) converge to the 
right-hand side of (4.1). For the left-hand sides of (4.2) and (4.3) we prove 
forf, gE A 
$; (f, V’dE + iv)“*)* [R,(E + iv) -ME - WI Td(E + is)“‘) gL 
= xiE ‘I*(,, T,(E ‘j2)f, ,, T,(E li2) g)& (4.4 ) 
l$ (f, ,T((E + ir>“‘>PW + 49 -WE - i~)l(o~((E + W1’2))*d, 
= IriE”‘((,,T,(E”‘))*f, (0T0(E1’2))*g),. (4.5) 
Here (4.4) is proved by showing first, in a similar way as in 131, using local 
distortions r E Y;,,, with d(T, R + ) < $ B(E), that the left-hand side of (4.4) 
equals 
~~(To(E1’2)S, [&(E + iv)-ME-iv)] TdE”*)g)b. 
This in turn is proved precisely as in [3] to equal the right-hand side of 
(4.4). The proof of (4.5) is similar. 
(4) By Lemma 4.2, S’(E) has a meromorphic ontinuation to e2, and 
it follows easily that S’(E) is regular also at points E E a,(ZP), as pointed 
out in [8]. Hence S’(E) is unitary for all E > 0. 
LEMMA 4.2. S’(E) has a meromorphic ontinuation to o2 with poles at 
most at points of 9: and (S?-’ (E) has a meromorphic ontinuation to 8’ 
with poles contained in gE. 
ProoJ For E 65 a,(ZP) we have, by (ii) and Lemma 3.8, for TE YE?,,,, 
with d(T, F? ‘) < B(E), 
S’(E) = 1 - ziE-1’2[0 V~,,(E’/*) - 0 V;(E”‘) R,,(E) 
x (1 + V;R,,(E))-’ ?‘f,,(E1’2)]. (4.6) 
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By Lemma 3.2, this function of E has an analytic continuation S’(A) up to 
f2 with poles at most at points of 9;. For all z above r with d(z, r) < $ B(E), 
r can be deformed into r’ with d(T, r’) = $@E). Then S’(A) can be 
analytically continued in E up to r’* with poles at most in A’;,, etc., and the 
lemma follows. The proof for (S?-’ is analogous. 
THEOREM 4.3. The S-matrix S(E) is unitary for E E I’, and S(E) has a 
meromorphic ontinuation to @’ with poles at most at points of 3. it is 
given by S(A) = lim,,, S’(A), the limit taken in the uniform operator topology 
of ..???(A), uniformly for dist(l, Mz v 9) > c > 0. The same result holds for 
S -l(E) with .R replaced by .@. 
For TE ,Y’, ic. E r2\lF?, S(A) is also given by 
where 
S(L) = 1 - niA - “2O T,(A I’*), 
o T&‘/2) = o V,,(~“*) - o V,(A”2) R,,+(A)( 1 + V’,J&+(A)) -I Vro(~“*). 
(4.7) 
Proof. Let r2nP2n(9uu,,,+(H)j=0. Then by (iv), r2nC”*n 
I.is”Uo,“+j = 0 for 0 < E < E,. For I E T2, SYA) can be expressed as 
where 
By (iv) and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.6, 
SE(A) - E-tO 1 -niA-“2,To(~“2) P-9) 
in the uniform operator topology of 9(R), uniformly for dist(A, 8c”’ U ~9) > 
c > 0. 
This together with Lemma 4. I implies, taking r = IF? + in (4.8), rhat S(E) 
is unitary for E E I'\o,(H). Since S(E) has a meromorphic extension to P2 
by the following argument, S(E) is also regular and hence unitary at points 
of a,(H). 
Lemma 4.2 and (4.9) imply, that S(A) is analytic for A E I”‘\9. The same 
argument shows, that S-‘(A) is analytic for 1 E @‘\g. Since 1 -S-‘(A) E 
V(A), it follows that S(A) is in fact meromorphic in 6’. In the same way it 
is proved, that S-‘(A) is meromorphic in Lcp’. 
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It remains to prove, that every pole of S(L) is also a resolvent resonance. 
This is a consequence of the following result, whose proof is quite similar to 
those of the theorem of [7] and [5, Theorem 4.31. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let r < IR +, A”* E r. Then -/Y-(1 + VrR,,,+(L)) is 
isomorphic to %N(S- ‘(A)) via the map 
and its inverse 
R=Z(J)t=--nil-“*[l- Vr(n”‘)R,,-(A) 
x (1 + V,&,,-(A))-‘] &(A”‘>. (4.11) 
ProoJ: We utilize the well-known identity 
Vr,,(A1’*) y(A”*) = A”‘(zi)-’ V,{R,,+(I) -R,,-(A)}. (4.12) 
(1) Assume that nE.fl(l + V,R,,+(l)), l2#0, and let 
r = y@“*) 0. By (4.12), r # 0, since otherwise B would belong to 
My-(1 + V,R,,,-(A)), contradicting Corollary 3.10. Using the expression for 
S-‘(J) analogous to (4.7) and inserting (4.12), we get 
S-‘(A) r= y(A”*)R + y(A”*)[l - V,R,,-(A)(1 +V&,-(A))-‘] 
x VrKlr+t~) -Ror-@)I Q = 0. 
(2) Assume that t E.N(S-‘(A)), i.e., by (4.11), 
5 - y(P) Z(l) 5 = 0. (4.13) 
Setting R = Z(n) r and applying Z(J) to (4.13), we get, using (4.12) 
0 = a - Z(l) y(P’) a 
,=a + 11 - Vr&,-t~)(1 +WC,-@))-‘I Vrh-+(~) -&-(A)1 Q 
= (1 + V&,,-(L))-’ (1 + V,-R,,+(I))fi. (4.14) 
Applying 1 + V,R,,-(A) to (4.14), we obtain J2 E.H(l + V,.Ror+(lZ)). 
By (I), Y(A”~) maps X(1 + V,R,,+(A)) one-to-one into N(S-l(L)), and 
by (2) Z(A) maps /‘(S-‘(J)) one-to-one into .M(l + V,R,,+(A)) with 
Y(L”~) Z(A) = 1. Theorem 4.4 follows. 
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APPENDIX 
Let u -+ k(u) be an parametric representation of the curve r E .Z with 
k(O) = z. There exist constants v > 0, 6 > 0, and d > 0, such that for 
-q<u<q, l-6<t<l, 
k*(u) 
!T+L-2~ti>d(u2+l-t). 
Z 
Proof. Let 
k’(O) -=a+ib. 
Z 
By the assumption on r, we have a > 0 and 1 b 1 < a. We use the 1st order 
expansion 
u = 1 + (a(u) + ib(u)) u, 
where 
Then 
a(u) = a f cl(u), b(u) = b + E,(U). 
= / 1 + (a(u) + ib(u)) u - (t + i a--- t’)I 
x / 1 + (a(u) + ib(u)) u - (t - i fi- t’)I 
=(]l-t+a(u)u]*+I-~~+b(u)u]*}“* 
X ([l-t+a(u)u]*+ [~~?+b(u)ul*}“* 
= ([a’(u) + b2(u)] u* + 2(1 + a(u) u)(l - t) - 2b(u) u dl - t2 )I’* 
--~ 
x ([a’(u) + b*(u)] u2 + 2(1 + a(u) u)(l - t) + 26(u) u fi- t*}“’ 
= (la*(u) + b*(u)]* u4 + 4[a”(u) + b*(u)]( 1 + a(u) u) u*( 1 - t) 
+ 4(1 + a(u) u)’ (1 -t)’ - 4b2(u) ~‘(1 - t)(l + t)}“* 
= ([a’(u) + b*(u)] ’ u4 + 4[a’(u)(l + a(u) u) 
+ b*(u)(a(u) 24 - t)] u2(1 - t) + 4(1 + a(u) u)’ (1 - t)*)“*. (A.1 1 
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We have 
Iii (a’(~)(1 + a(u) u) + b2(u)(a(u) u - t)) = a2 - bZ > 0. 
f-1 
Then we can choose q > 0 and 6 > 0, such that for -q < u < q and 
l-6<t<l \ 1) 
a’&)(1 + a(u) U) + b2(u)(a(u) u - t) > c > 0 64.2) 
and 
u* + b* 
a2(u) + b2(u) > 2, u(u) > 0. 
Inserting (A.2) and (A.3) in (A.l), we obtain 
k*(u) lT+&2k’“‘rl 
Z Z 
a i @’ + b2)2 
I/2 
4 
U4+4CU*(l-f)+4(1-f)~( . (A-4) 
Setting 
d=min ;y, (2c)“‘, 21, 
we obtain for -q&u<q, 1 -6,<t< 1, 
(A.5) 
and the result is proved. 
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